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ABSTRACT

We investigated how children and adults evaluate the “niceness” of individuals who engage in resource distribution, with a focus on their sensitivity to the proportion of resources given. Across three experiments, subjects evaluated the niceness of a child who gave a quantity of pennies to another child. In Study 1 ($N = 30$), adults showed sensitivity to the proportion given whereas 5- and 7-year-old children did not. In Study 2 ($N = 74$), both younger (3- to 5-year-old) and older (6- to 8-year-old) children were sensitive to proportion only when resources were earned by a giver in collaboration with the recipient rather than by the giver alone. Adults, however, were sensitive to proportion in both cases. In Study 3 ($N = 44$), we tested 5- and 6-year-olds and their parents to be sure that socio-economic and ethnic differences between samples did not drive results and replicated key findings from Studies 1 and 2. Together, these findings indicate that children favor proportional resource distribution in situations that invoke intuitions about equity. We suggest that these intuitions may form the basis for adult notions of fairness and generosity.
Is it human nature to share altruistically and to expect others to do so? Or do we begin life expecting resources to flow exclusively from individual efforts and merit? Although humans differ substantially in their attitudes about sharing and resource distribution, the idea that we should share with others according to our means permeates discourse in the western world, from political policy making to religious scripture. Does this sensitivity to sharing and proportional giving come naturally to humans, or does the expectation that people give according to their means result primarily from culturally-mediated learning experiences?

By some accounts, children initially seek to maximize personal gain and selfishly allocate resources to themselves, even when others have contributed to earning the resources in question (Hook, 1978; Lane & Coon, 1972). According to these studies, children’s intuitions about fair resource distribution change gradually as they internalize cultural norms and as they become sensitive to proportionality and the numerical differences between amounts. Children first learn to distribute resources evenly, then to give more to those who work hardest, and finally, as their numerical sense evolves, to divide resources proportionally, according to the efforts of individuals (Damon, 1975; Damon, 1977; Hook, 1978; Hook & Cook, 1979; Inhelder & Piaget, 1964).

In early studies, a barrier to testing the development of equity and fairness intuitions was the finding that children have difficulty reasoning about proportions before the age of 7 (Noelting, 1980; Piaget & Inhelder, 1958; Piaget & Inhelder, 1975; Siegler & Vago, 1978). However, recent studies using simpler methods and stimuli that are more interesting to children have challenged this conclusion (Goswami, 1995; Mix, Levine & Huttenlocher, 1999; Singer-Freeman & Goswami, 2001). For example, Singer-Freeman and Goswami (2001) found that children as young as 3 years of age can match the proportions of pizza and candies that have been eaten.
Further, research in pre-linguistic infants finds that 6-month-olds are sensitive to proportion in simple numerical discrimination tasks (McCrink & Wynn, 2007). However, there are also well-documented ways in which young children, and sometimes adults, experience difficulty reasoning about proportion (e.g., overlooking the importance of the denominator when reasoning about fractions; Reyna & Brainerd, 1994; 2008).

In one recent study, McCrink, Bloom, and Santos (2009) found some sensitivity to proportion in 5-year-olds’ intuitions about resource distribution. Children played a “Giving Game” in which they received tokens from two animal puppets and were asked to judge which puppet was nicer. Across trials, the total number of tokens that each animal possessed was manipulated, as was the number that each animal gave to the child. In one key set of contrasts, the experimenters pitted the absolute amount against the proportion (i.e., one puppet shared 3 of his 4 chips, and the other puppet shared 6 of his 12 chips). In this way, the experimenters tested children’s sensitivity to proportion when assessing generosity. Whereas adults based their niceness judgments on the proportion given on these trials, 4- and 5-year-olds systematically judged that the puppet who gave a larger absolute amount was nicer. When the two puppets gave identical amounts, 5-year-olds, but not 4-year-olds, now exhibited some sensitivity to proportion. Overall, however, children were far less sensitive to proportion than were adults, and instead favored individuals who gave a greater absolute amount.

The results of McCrink et al. (2009) raise the question of why children and adults differ in their evaluations of niceness. One possibility is that young children are unable to reason about proportion in this type of experimental setting – e.g., because of the need to simultaneously represent two quantities and compare them. Although this is possible, it is unlikely since the study was similar to other recent experiments that have found greater sensitivity to proportion,
like those mentioned above. Another possibility is that children and adults have distinct meanings for the word *nice*, and it is for this reason that only adults consider fairness when interpreting it. However, previous studies suggest that in some contexts, children and adults treat *nice* similarly (e.g., Heyman & Gelman, 1998, 1999). For example, Heyman and Gelman (1999) showed that, like adults, children as young as age 4 think that the words *nice* and *mean* relate to mental life, rather than simply reflecting types of behaviors. Finally, a third possible explanation for McCrink et al.’s finding of age-related differences, which we explore in the present research, is that children initially reserve the use of proportion information to situations that invoke intuitions of merit, where resources are distributed according to each individual’s contribution to acquiring them (e.g., where 50% of effort merits 50% of the resources, rather than 20%). On this proposal, early proportional reasoning may depend on children having specific expectations about how all resources should be distributed. When two individuals give generously – i.e., without an obligation to give – children may not attend to leftover resources because they do not have expectations that they should be shared. Adults, in contrast, may recognize that differentiating the “niceness” of two generous acts can only be done relative to the giving power of each individual, and thus may actively consider leftover resources when making their judgments. Adults, but not children, may expect individuals to share according to their means.

We assessed this possibility by comparing reasoning in a non-collaborative context like that used by McCrink et al. (2009) to a collaborative context in which recipients contributed to the acquisition of the resources they were given. Previous studies find that, for adults, collaborative contexts make the notion of equitable resource distribution highly salient (Cappelen, Hole, Sorensen, & Tungodden, 2007; Cherry, Frykblom, & Shogren, 2002; Frohlich, Oppenheimer, & Kurki, 2004; Oxoby & Spraggon, 2008; Ruffle, 1998). Also, there is recent evidence that
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preschoolers distribute resources evenly when they are earned collaboratively (Warneken, Lohse, Melis, & Tomasello, 2011). Based on these findings, we asked whether children would be more sensitive to proportion in a “Giving Game” when resources were earned collaboratively by a giver and a recipient, rather than by the giver in isolation.

STUDY 1

In Study 1, we tested 5-year-olds’ sensitivity to proportion when assessing the “niceness” of givers in order to replicate McCrink et al. (2009). We also tested 7-year-olds and adults to explore the later development of these judgments. Finally, we conducted a preliminary investigation of whether children’s evaluations of givers differ as a function of how resources are obtained.

Method

Subjects

Subjects were 8 five-year-olds ($M = 5.56, SD = .23; 6$ female), 8 seven-year-olds ($M = 7.38, SD = .29; 6$ female), and 14 undergraduate students ($M = 21.87, SD = 1.13; 10$ female). Children were recruited from schools in Northern and Southern California, and the sample was approximately 56% Asian American and 44% Caucasian. The adult sample was approximately 71% Asian American, 21% as Caucasian, and 7% African-American.

Procedure

All child participants were tested individually using a method similar to the “Giving Game” of McCrink et al. (2009). A series of scenarios were presented in which three different children were depicted using line drawings: two givers, who shared some pennies, and one recipient, who received the pennies. Actual pennies and plates were used, with a plate assigned to each giver and recipient to hold pennies. The act of giving was depicted by moving pennies from a giver’s
plate to a recipient’s plate. The same procedure was used for adults, but without the use of any props. Instead, the number of pennies given to each character was described verbally.

For both groups of subjects, the number of pennies each giver had initially and the number that he or she gave to the recipient were manipulated systematically across trials.

Niceness Comparisons. The niceness comparisons included eight conflict trials and two control trials that were presented in one of four random orders. On each trial, subjects were asked to judge which of two givers was nicer.

On conflict trials, the proportion of pennies given was pitted against absolute amount given to the recipient: one giver gave a greater absolute number but a smaller proportion of their pennies, and the other giver gave a greater proportion but a smaller absolute number. Four comparisons were used across the eight conflict trials, each repeated twice: 4/20 vs. 2/4; 2/10 vs. 1/2; 8/40 vs. 4/8; and 4/40 vs. 2/2. For example, on two different test trials one giver gave 4 of her 20 pennies and the other gave 2 of her 4 pennies.

On the two control trials, one giver shared 2 of 20 pennies and the other shared 4 of 4 pennies. These trials were used to verify that the subjects were attending to the number of pennies given.

Niceness Ratings. After completing the comparison task the same group of subjects also performed a ratings task in which they heard narratives like those in the first task. Subjects were randomly assigned to either the collaborative effort condition or the individual effort condition. In the collaborative effort condition subjects were told, “These children [the giver and the recipient] worked a long time together to earn these 20 coins.” In the individual effort condition subjects were told, “This child [giver] worked a long time by himself/herself to earn these 20 coins.” After the participant was told how the giver obtained the pennies, they were shown the
distribution of resources. In both effort conditions, they saw a giver give 4 of 20 pennies to a recipient. Subjects were then asked to rate the niceness of givers on a 5-point scale from 1 (very mean) to 5 (very nice). Children were first asked to judge whether the giver was “nice,” “in the middle,” or “mean.” Those who responded with “nice” were asked, “How nice?” and were provided with the possible responses “very nice” or “a little nice.” Subjects who responded with “mean” were asked, “How mean?” and were provided with the possible responses “very mean” or “a little mean.” Adults were simply asked to respond to the complete scale.

Results and Discussion

Niceness comparisons

Adults favored proportion over absolute quantity when judging which giver was nicer, whereas 5- and 7-year-olds were more likely to base their comparisons of givers on the absolute amount shared (see Figure 1; see the Appendix for response patterns on conflict niceness comparison trials broken down by individual subjects). This was confirmed by a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), with age (5-year-old, 7-year-old, Adult) as a between-subjects factor, trial type (Conflict, Control) as a within-subjects factor, and percentage of proportional responses (selecting the nicer giver based on proportion shared) as the dependent variable. There was a significant effect of trial type, $F(1, 27) = 100.52, p < .001$, with conflict trials eliciting lower levels of proportional responses than control trials ($M = 41.1\%$ vs. 92.6\%, respectively). There was also a significant effect of age, $F(2, 27) = 31.88, p < .001$, with older subjects giving higher levels of proportional responses (5-year-olds: 43.8\%; 7-year-olds: 61.7\%; adults: 95.1\%). Follow-up Tukey’s tests showed the differences between the adults and the two younger groups were each significant at the $p < .001$ level and the difference between the two younger groups was marginally significant, $p = .063$. Finally, there was an interaction between
age and trial type, $F(2, 27) = 27.10, p < .001$. To explore this interaction, one-way ANOVAs were conducted on control and conflict trials with age as the between-subjects variable and proportional response as the dependent variable. As illustrated in Figure 1, significant differences were found across ages for the conflict trials, $F(2, 29) = 62.05, p < .001$, but not for control trials, $F(2, 29) = 1.86, p = .175$, for which all age groups judged that the individual who gave the larger amount was nicer (5-year-olds: 81.3%; 7-year-olds: 100%; adults: 96.4%). Tukey’s post hoc analyses indicated that on conflict trials adults were more likely to label proportional givers as nicer (93.8% of the time) relative to both 5-year-olds (6.3%), $p < .001$, and 7-year-olds (23.4%), $p < .001$, but that there was not a significant difference between 5- and 7-year-olds, $p = .20$.

Overall, children favored givers when they gave greater absolute amounts, whereas adults favored givers who gave proportionally more. This result replicates the findings of McCrink et al. (2009) and suggests that children’s tendency to favor absolute amount over proportion persists until after the age of 5.
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Fig. 1. Percentage of trials where 5-year-olds, 7-year-olds and adults in Study 1 judged that a giver was nicer when they gave proportionally more on Conflict trials (where the other giver gave a greater absolute amount) and Control trials (where one giver gave a greater proportion and a greater absolute amount). Error bars represent standard error.

Niceness ratings

In this task, subjects in all age groups gave significantly higher niceness ratings to givers who earned pennies individually, $M = 3.83$, rather than in collaboration with recipients, $M = 2.48$. This result was confirmed by a 3x2 ANOVA with age (5-year-old, 7-year-old, Adult) and effort type (Individual, Collaborative) as between-subjects factors, and niceness rating (from 1–7) as the dependent variable. There was a significant effect of effort type, $F(1, 24) = 12.38, p < .005$. There were no other main effects or interactions. Thus, children and adults were sensitive to how resources were acquired.

In sum, although children were unlikely to focus on proportion information in non-collaborative contexts, their niceness ratings were strongly affected by how they thought resources were acquired, and whether the recipient was entitled to receive an equal share. This
finding suggests that children should be sensitive to proportion when tested in collaborative contexts. We examined this possibility in Study 2.

STUDY 2

In Study 1, both 5- and 7-year-olds were more sensitive to absolute quantity shared than to proportion when judging the niceness of givers. We also found preliminary evidence that niceness judgments were influenced by how the resources were acquired. When resources were earned individually, children judged the givers to be nicer than when they were acquired collaboratively (where an expectation of equitable resource distribution may have arisen). These results suggest an explanation for why children are insensitive to proportion in contexts like the one reported by McCrink et al. (2009). In individual-effort contexts, children may believe that leftover resources are irrelevant to assessing an individual’s act of giving, since no prior expectation exists about how they should be distributed. In contrast, in collaborative contexts children may attend to all resources because they are concerned with whether they are distributed in an equitable fashion.

In Study 1, we did not manipulate the proportion given in our preliminary exploration of collaborative and individual-effort contexts. Therefore, the study did not provide a direct test of whether collaborative contexts are more likely to generate sensitivity to proportion. We therefore explored this question in Study 2, by manipulating both proportion and effort type in a single experiment.

Method

Subjects

Subjects were 18 3- to 5-year-olds (M = 4.48, SD = .87; 8 female), 36 6- to 8-year-olds (M = 7.27, SD = .92; 11 female), and 20 undergraduate students (M = 21.31, SD = 1.14; 9 female).
The children were recruited from schools in Southern California, and the sample was approximately 9% Asian-American, 56% Caucasian, 4% Hispanic, 2% Mexican, and 2% multiracial. The undergraduate student sample was approximately 50% Asian-American, 45% Caucasian, and 5% Hispanic.

Procedure

All subjects were presented with pairs of trials similar to those used in the niceness comparisons of Study 1. In Study 2, each trial pair included a giver who gave 20% and another who gave 50%, where the absolute number given in the 20% case was always greater (i.e., 2/10 versus 1/2; 8/40 versus 4/8; 4/20 versus 2/4). Subjects were assigned to the collaborative or individual effort condition and heard the corresponding scenarios from Study 1. After each trial, subjects made niceness ratings of each giver, as in Study 1 (except that here they responded on a 7-point scale instead of a 5-point scale). However, subjects aged 6 and older also made niceness comparisons after doing these individual ratings (i.e., Which boy do you think is nicer?). As a result, the method differed in two ways. First, we did not ask the younger children to make niceness comparisons. Second, instead of doing niceness comparisons, we instead tested the younger children with both effort types (individual and collaborative) as a within-subjects manipulation. These children were first given a block of niceness ratings with the assigned effort type followed by a second set of trials from the opposing context, whereas, children aged 6- to 8-years-old were asked to provide niceness ratings and comparisons for only one effort-condition. Stimuli were identical to those used in Study 1, and, as in that task, they were only used for children.

---

1 The younger 3- to 5-year-old children were tested only after data collection for the older group was complete, and were originally tested with the intent of presenting them in a separate experiment. Therefore, small differences in design exist for the different age groups, as noted in the text.
Results and Discussion

Niceness ratings

Subjects in all age groups showed sensitivity to proportion and effort in their niceness ratings (see Figure 2). This was confirmed with a 2×2×3 repeated measures ANOVA with proportion (20%, 50%) as a within-subjects factor, effort (Individual, Collaborative), and age (3- to 5-year-old, 6- to 8-year-old, Adult) as between-subjects factors, and niceness rating as the dependent variable. Overall, givers who shared 50% of their pennies were rated as nicer, $M = 5.55$, than those who shared only 20%, $M = 4.23$, $F(1, 68) = 76.96, p < .001$. Also, givers who earned pennies individually were rated as nicer, $M = 5.45$ than those who earned their pennies collaboratively, $M = 4.33$, $F(1, 68) = 16.32, p < .001$. There was a significant interaction between proportion and age, $F(2, 68) = 12.85, p < .001$, but no interaction between age and effort type; all age groups provided higher niceness ratings to givers who earned their pennies individually (see Figure 2).

![Fig. 2. Average niceness ratings of givers by adults and children in Study 2 when they gave 20% or 50% of their resources obtained through individual or collaborative effort. 1 = very, very mean and 7 = very, very nice. Error bars represent standard error.](image)

Finally, there was a significant interaction between proportion and effort type, $F(1, 68) = 34.56, p < .001$, which reflected the fact that subjects were more sensitive to proportion on collaborative trials than on individual effort trials. Givers who shared 50% were judged nicer...
than those giving 20% across both individual contexts, $t(36) = 2.24, p < .05$, and collaborative contexts, $t(36) = 8.51, p < .001$. Within each age group there was a significant effect of proportion for collaborative trials (all $p < .05$) whereas only adults showed an effect of proportion for individual effort trials.

There was no significant interaction between proportion, effort type, and age, suggesting that the different sensitivity to proportion across the individual and collaborative effort trials did not change significantly over development.

**Niceness comparisons**

A 2x2 ANOVA was conducted with age (6- to 8-year-olds, Adults), and effort type (Collaborative, Individual) as between-subjects factors and the mean percentage of proportional responses (judging the giver who shared a larger proportion to be nicer) as the dependent variable. There was a significant main effect of effort type, $F(1, 52) = 11.14, p < .01$, with higher levels of proportional responses on collaborative effort trials, $M = 94.4\%$, than on individual effort trials, $M = 67.6\%$. There was also a significant main effect of age, $F(1, 52) = 22.27, p < .001$. Planned comparisons found that adults selected the giver who shared a larger proportion, $M = 100\%$, to a greater degree than 6- to 8-year-olds, $M = 62\%$.

A significant interaction between age and effort type was also found, $F(1, 52) = 11.14, p < .01$. As shown in Figure 3, 6- to 8-year-olds used proportion as the basis for deciding who was nicer significantly more in the collaborative effort condition, $M = 88.9\%$, than in the individual effort condition, $M = 35.2\%, t(34) = 4.52, p < .001$. In contrast, adults always based their judgments on proportion regardless of condition (see the Appendix for response patterns broken down by individual subjects). Interestingly, compared to the younger children tested in Study 1, 6- to 8-year-old children in this experiment were somewhat more likely to favor proportional
givers in the individual effort condition (though they still showed a preference for absolute amount relative to children tested in the collaborative condition). This is consistent with a gradual developmental change in how children assess acts of giving.

![Bar graph showing percentage of trials where adults and children judged a giver was nicer when resources were earned individually or collaboratively. Error bars represent standard error.]

Fig. 3. Percentage of trials where adults and children in Study 2 judged that a giver was nicer when resources were earned individually or collaboratively. Error bars represent standard error.

The results of this experiment, combined with those of Study 1, suggest that both adults and children as young as 3 years old are sensitive to proportion when evaluating the niceness of givers. However, we also found that children are more likely to consider proportion when resources are earned in a collaborative context than when they are earned by the giver alone. When resources were earned individually, children were less sensitive to proportion. Adults, in contrast, were sensitive to proportion regardless of how resources were acquired.

These results are consistent with the idea that children are more sensitive to proportion information in situations that invoke intuitions of merit – i.e., when they have expectations about how resources should be distributed. When children evaluate givers they appear to take this expectation into account and expect them to allocate 50% to their collaborator. Despite this
apparent sensitivity to proportion, children nonetheless focused more on absolute amount when there were no expectations about how resources should be distributed. In non-collaborative contexts, children did not consider leftover resources when making their judgments, resulting in a failure to consider proportions. This is in contrast to adults, who appeared to evaluate the niceness of givers relative to their total available resources, resulting in effects due to proportion.

In the General Discussion, we explore the nature of this developmental difference. First, however, we sought to replicate these findings when identical methods are used for children and adults, and when controlling for socio-economic and ethnic differences between groups. To do this, Study 3 directly compared children to their caregivers using a single procedure for all subjects.

STUDY 3

In Study 3 we compared children’s judgments directly to those of their caregivers, and used identical methods for all subjects. Also, we added measures to verify that subjects remembered and understood what was being asked of them.

Method

Subjects

A total of 22 5- and 6-year-old children ($M = 5.91, SD = .56; 9$ female) and 22 parents or guardians (20 female) participated. The sample was approximately 77% Caucasian, 5% Latin American, and 18% multi-racial.

Procedure

The procedure was based on that of Study 2. All subjects were asked about both collaborative and individual effort situations (within-subjects), and were asked to make both
niceness ratings and niceness comparisons. Adults and children were run using identical methods, with the stimuli and 7-point rating scales from Study 2.

Study 3 also included a set of manipulation checks to verify that subjects remembered and understood critical aspects of the experiment. After the last trial in the collaborative effort condition and the last trial in the individual effort condition, subjects were asked to recall whether the giver on that trial had worked alone or collaboratively. Also, in order to evaluate subjects’ ability to assess differences in absolute magnitude, they were asked indicate who gave more: a giver who gave 2 out of 10 versus one who gave 5 out of 10.

Results and Discussion

Niceness ratings

A 2x2x2x2 ANOVA was conducted with block order (Collaborative, Individual) and age (Children, Adults) as between-subjects variables, and with proportion (20%, 50%) and effort type (Individual, Collaborative) as within-subjects variables. The dependent variable was niceness rating. We found significant main effects of effort type, $F(1, 40) = 233.58, p < .001,$ and proportion, $F(1, 40) = 67.02, p < .001$. Givers received higher niceness ratings when they earned resources individually, $M = 5.99$, than when they earned them collaboratively with the recipient, $M = 4.53$, and this was true of both adults and children when analyzed separately ($p < .05$ for each). Also, givers who shared 50% of their pennies were given greater niceness ratings, $M = 6.17$, than those who shared only 20%, $M = 4.35$, which was also true for children and adults taken separately ($p < .01$ for each). There were also significant 2-way interactions of proportion and effort type, $F(1, 40) = 78.73, p < .001$, effort type and age, $F(1, 40) = 156.00, p < .001$, and proportion and age, $F(1, 40) = 6.96, p < .05$, as well as a 3-way interaction between age, effort type, and proportion, $F(1, 40) = 66.42, p < .001$. Each of these interactions can be
explained as stemming from adults’ relatively sharp differentiation of givers who gave 20% vs. 50% in collaborative contexts. More specifically, adults gave relatively low ratings to givers who gave only 20% in the collaborative contexts. For example, for the collaborative effort contexts, children and adults gave similar ratings to givers who gave 50% ($M = 5.82$ and 5.91 respectively), whereas children gave significantly higher ratings than adults to givers who gave only 20% ($M = 4.52$ and 1.89 respectively). Still, despite this difference, children were nonetheless sensitive to effort-type; they gave higher niceness ratings to givers who shared 20% of their resources if they earned them individually, $M = 4.85$, than if they earned them collaboratively, $M = 4.52$, $t(21) = 2.54$, $p < .05$, while no difference was found between individual effort, $M = 6.02$, and collaborative effort, $M = 5.82$, for givers who shared 50% of their resources, $t(21) = 1.05$, $p = .307$.

Fig. 4. Average niceness ratings of givers by adults and children in Study 3 when they gave 20% or 50% of their resources obtained through individual or collaborative effort. 1 = very, very mean and 7 = very, very nice. Error bars represent standard error.

Like Studies 1 and 2, these findings suggest that both children and adults are sensitive to proportion and to the context in which resources are obtained when judging givers, although
these results suggest that adults may be more sensitive to context than children when making niceness ratings.

*Niceness comparisons*

Next we examined niceness comparisons. The mean percentage of proportional responses (selecting the giver who shared a larger proportion as nicer) was analyzed in a 2x2x2 ANOVA with block order (Individual, Collaborative) and age (5- and 6-year-olds, Adults) as between-subjects variables and effort type (Individual, Collaborative) as a within-subjects variable. Significant main effects of effort type and age were found; subjects were more likely to consider proportion in their niceness comparisons when the givers earned their resources collaboratively, $M = 79.5\%$, rather than individually, $M = 70.5\%$, $F (1, 40) = 5.81, p < .05$. Also, adult subjects, $M = 95.5\%$, provided more proportional responses than children, $M = 54.5\%$, $F (1, 40) = 24.38, p < .001$, consistent with a developmental change from an emphasis on absolute number to an emphasis on proportion. Notably, adults focused on proportion regardless of condition. However, it is possible that adults did in fact differentiate between the conditions, but the difference went undetected due to ceiling effects.

To confirm that only adults were sensitive to proportion in non-collaborative contexts (as suggested by the results of Study 2), paired t-tests were conducted for children and for adults. As shown in Figure 5, whereas children were more sensitive to proportion when comparing givers who earned their resources collaboratively than when comparing givers who earned resources individually, $Mc = 62.1\%, Mi = 47\%, t (21) = 2.34, p < .05$, this difference was not observed in adults, $Mc = 97\%, Mi = 93.9\%, t (21) = .81, p = .427$. Adults showed greater sensitivity to proportion than children across both individual, $t (42) = 4.64, p < .001$, and collaborative effort conditions, $t (42) = 3.83, p < .001$ (see the Appendix for response patterns
broken down by individual subjects). These results suggest that children can use proportion information as a basis of their niceness judgments but that this sensitivity to proportion is stronger in situations where resources are earned collaboratively and an expectation of equal resource distribution is present.

*Fig. 5.* Percentage of trials where adults and children in Study 3 judged that a giver was nicer when resources were earned individually or collaboratively. Error bars represent standard error.

**Manipulation check**

When asked to recall how givers earned resources on each trial adults responded with 100% accuracy. Among children, 77% responded with 100% accuracy, 18% missed one of the two questions and 5% missed both. Subjects also performed well when asked to assess differences in absolute magnitude: 100% of adults and 95% of children correctly indicated that an individual who gave 5 out of 10 gave more than an individual who gave 2 out of 10.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

In three experiments we found that young children are often sensitive to proportion when evaluating acts of sharing. However, we also found that children’s sensitivity to proportion is
selective: they were more likely to favor a proportional distribution of resources when givers earned the resources in collaboration with recipients, rather than independently. Consistent with previous reports (McCrink et al., 2009), we found that children often focused on absolute amount rather than proportion when evaluating givers who shared individually earned resources, unlike adults who always considered proportion. Our results also suggest that those previous findings extend to cases where children are reasoning about others rather than about their own personal gain, suggesting that children’s neglect of proportional information in these contexts is not a function of selfishness.

These data indicate three important findings. First, they suggest that children between 3 and 5 years of age are sensitive to relative amount when reasoning about resource distribution. By testing children in collaborative contexts, we showed a robust sensitivity to proportion at younger ages than reported in previous studies. This finding contributes to a growing body of evidence suggesting that, from early in development, children are able to process quantities proportionally when proportion information is salient (Barth, Baron, Spelke, & Carey, 2009; Goswami, 1995; McCrink & Wynn, 2007; Mix, Levine, & Huttenlocher, 1999; Singer-Freeman & Goswami, 2001; Spinillo & Bryant, 1991).

Second, the results suggest that both adults and young children expect collaboratively earned resources to be divided evenly when individuals have contributed equally to acquiring them. This finding is consistent with a wide body of data from psychology and behavioral economics demonstrating that adults are sensitive to the origin of resources when evaluating their distribution (Cappelen et al., 2007; Cherry, Frykblom, & Shogren, 2002; Frohlich et al., 2004; Oxoby & Spraggon, 2008; Ruffle, 1998). Also, they are consistent with previous reports of context-sensitivity in children’s moral reasoning and behavior (Fu, Xu, Cameron, Heyman, Lee,
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2007; Heyman, Sweet, & Lee, 2008; McGillicuddy-De Lisi, De Lisi, & Van Gulik, 2008; McGillicuddy-De Lisi, Watkins, & Vinchur, 1994; Smetana, 2006). For example, McGillicuddy-De Lisi et al. (1994) found that sixth graders were more likely to share resources with a person in need if they were a friend rather than a stranger. Also, McGillicuddy-De Lisi et al. (2008) found that twelfth graders were more likely to focus on equity in a work context than in an educational context. In our study, children also attended to the context in which resources were earned, and did not base their evaluations of givers strictly on the amount they gave.

Third, we found an important developmental difference between children and adults. Whereas adults evaluated givers in a relative fashion when they gave generously (i.e., in individual effort contexts), children did not and showed no preference for givers who gave a greater proportion. This is despite the fact that children were clearly sensitive to proportion. This raises the question: if children are sensitive to proportion and able to use it to guide reasoning about equitable resource distribution, then why do they, unlike adults, fail to use proportion when evaluating non-collaborative contexts?

To understand this issue, it is important to consider the precise nature of this developmental difference. In Studies 2 and 3, both children and adults were very positive in their evaluation of non-collaborative givers, and generally produced ratings of “nice” or “very nice”. In fact, only when givers in collaborative contexts failed to give proportionally did subjects in either group deviate from this pattern. In this respect, children’s general pattern of responses was very much adult-like. The key difference between children and adults was in how they compared givers across different conditions. Once they had made their niceness ratings, children tested in the individual effort context favored givers who gave a greater absolute amount. In contrast, in collaborative effort contexts children favored givers who gave a greater proportion of available resources.
resources? Thus, the difference between children and adults cannot be explained as a failure by children to compute proportions or to contrast proportion with absolute amount. Instead, the data suggest that children were simply indifferent to proportion when assessing givers in non-collaborative contexts. For the youngest children these situations were not evaluated according to what recipients *could* have received, but instead according to what they did receive.

Why might comparisons differ between children and adults? We see two broad possibilities. First, it is possible that children, unlike adults, do not weight the value of resources relative to their availability, and thus may not recognize that giving $10 has a greater impact on a giver who begins with $20 relative to one who begins with $100. Unlike children, adults may believe that the impact of sharing on a giver is proportional to their ability to give. This belief may emerge slowly over development, accounting for the pattern findings reported here.

A second possibility is that, for young children, giving any amount in individual effort contexts is fair (and thus “nice”) because they have a stronger default tendency to view people as having positive psychological characteristics (Boseovski & Lee, 2008) and because they may believe that we only deserve to receive what we earn, and are not entitled to the resources of other people no matter how rich they are. Unshared resources may therefore be irrelevant to assessing generosity in individual effort contexts, resulting in an apparent insensitivity to proportion in their judgments. In contrast, adult intuitions of generosity do take account of unshared resources, suggesting that for them these resources are relevant even when notions of merit do not come into play. On this hypothesis, the difference between children's and adults' reasoning about generosity may involve a gradual extension of intuitions of fairness from contexts that involve merit (like the collaborative contexts presented here) to contexts that do
not. For example, children may view resource distribution in terms of effort and merit, whereas adults may view it in terms of more abstract moral intuitions related to sharing and altruism.

The present research does not offer clear support for either account. However, if either is correct we might predict cross-cultural differences (see Keats & Fang, 1996; Rochat et al., 2009). For example, it is possible that differences exist between children in the US and children raised in cultures that place a greater emphasis on collectivist values, with less focus on individual effort (Rochat et al., 2009). Also, these alternatives may be differentiated by studies that vary the motives of givers, (Heyman & Gelman, 1998), whether they give anonymously (Cherry et al., 2002), and what is normative in a particular setting (Kalish & Lawson, 2008; Kalish & Shiverick, 2004).

Future research should also explore situations in which collaborators contribute differently towards earning resources, and whether children are sensitive to differences in productivity when tested with similar methods (see Almås, Cappelen, Sørensen, & Tungodden, 2010). Children may also have different expectations when recipients belong to different social groups (Fehr, Bernhard & Rockenbach, 2008), and based on whether givers are individuals or groups (Kugler, Bornstein, Kocher, & Sutter, 2007). Further, future work should examine how children reason about different proportions. In the present research we focused on the contrast between giving 20% versus 50%. This leaves open the possibility that relative amounts like 50% represent a special case. Although our study makes clear that children are able to reason about relative amounts, it is possible that 50-50 sharing is particularly salient to children in early development. As a result, children may reason differently when different proportions are fairly shared, or when more than two individuals collaborate to acquire resources.
Such studies will help to contribute to understanding differences between children and adults, and how children’s understanding of generous giving changes over development.

To conclude, the present study investigated the origin of adult intuitions about resource distribution and generosity. We examined: Do humans spontaneously evaluate acts of giving according to what a person is able to give, or do we learn to value proportional giving as a function of culturally-mediated learning experience? Our studies show that children’s previously reported focus on absolute amount when evaluating generosity cannot be explained by a generalized insensitivity to proportion. Instead, children are sensitive to relative amount (e.g., in collaborative contexts), but they do not view such information as relevant when resources are earned by a lone individual (non-collaboratively). This finding suggests that unlike adults, children do not expect individuals to share resources according to their ability to do so, and that they judge generosity in terms of the actual benefits acquired, rather than on the basis of the giver’s potential to give.
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### Percent of Subjects in Study 1 Who Chose Proportional Reasoning, by Frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Adults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>never</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 trial</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 trials</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 trials</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 trials</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 trials</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 trials</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 trials</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 trials</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Percent of Subjects in Study 2 Who Chose Proportional Reasoning, by Frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Individual Condition</th>
<th>Collaborative Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>never</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 trial</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 trials</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 trials</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Percent of Subjects in Study 3 Who Chose Proportional Reasoning, by Frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Individual Condition</th>
<th>Collaborative Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>never</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 trial</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 trials</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 trials</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>